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Arrested a man in Spain who planned to join the ranks of DAESH
Also captured jihadists

Madrid, 01.12.2015, 16:19 Time

USPA NEWS - The Spanish Civil Guard arrested on Tuesday a Moroccan citizen of 32 years, resident in the Spanish town of
Pamplona, in the north border with France, which had begun preparations to travel to Syria with the intention of joining the ranks of
DAESH.

The operation was conducted under the direction of the Central Court of Instruction No. 5 and the prosecutor of the National Court.
The detainee aroused the concern of the Information Service of the Civil Guard to have shown clear signs of radicalization, changing
their behavior and appearance, and his circle of friends, coming to reject the relationship with some relatives because of their
adherence to ideals radical.

After his radicalization, the detainee intensified viewing videos and related DAESH inside a catering establishment that ran using that
establishment to spread among some clients selected by himself, discharged recordings that news, between they had photos, videos
and links to access publications DAESH through social networks. As a result of investigations, the Civil Guard found the active
participation of the detainee in recruitment activities, both in their immediate environment, as virtually, through the Internet. 

Their work is particularly focused on locating and attracting people who show themselves willing to travel to Syria. Those responsible
for research now focus their efforts on unraveling the plot possible contact with this person had in Spain and clarify the means and
support to those who had to reach their final destination in Syria. The operative still open.

Article online:
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